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PREFACE 

For many years structural engineers were of the opinion that equal 

settlements could be produced for all footings of a building, if those 

.footings were proportioned for equal contact pressures . In such de

signs very little consideration was given to the soil upon which the 

structures were to be built . Many sad e.xp3riences resulted from those 

designs . 

Buildings of the skeleton type structural frame, both of concrete 

and steel, constructed on the clays have in ma.ny- eases been da.mged by 

differential novement within a relatively short, time after construction. 

Instances have been recorded where damage was done to parts of a building 

by the movements even before construction was complete. 

Professor R. E. Means became interested in the problem during the 

1930 1s. About 1940 he began research in an effort to determine the 

cause of the differential m:>vements of the buildings . His program had 

to be suspended soon after the beginning of World War II because of the 

demand on his time by the many war training programs conducted on the 

campus of Oklahoma. A. and • College in which he was participating. 

La;te in 1946 the research program was revived and expanded. Since 

that time the program has been divided into three coordinated projects . 

In one project research is being carried on in an attempt to develop a 

usable method of analysis of building frames in which the supporting 

soil is treated as an integral part of the structure, i . e . , the relative 

stiffness of the frame and the supporting soil are considered in the 

design . The second is a project in 1;Jhich the actual measurements of 

vertical novements between parts of buildings are being rre.de . An attempt 
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is being made to find a correlation between the roovements of the build

ing and the fluctuations in the water table . The third is the labora

tory measurement of the physical properties of the soil . The laboratory 

l.Qrk is being done under the supervision of the author. 

This thes is is essentially a progress report on one phase of the 

overall research program. The Permian clay was chosen for this first 

work because of the l ocal interest in the behavior of that material 

under stress . 

The writer is indebted to Professor R. E. Means for his guidance 

and helpful suggest:ions throughout the investigation; to Professor 

Ren G. Saxton , Head of the School of Civil Engineering, for providing 

space for the investjgation; to Dr. Clara A. Dwm, Vice-Director of the 

Engineering F.xperiment Station, for his assistance in obtaining equip

ment for the investjgation and his encouragenent in th~ preparation of 

this thesis ; and to all those men who have been instrumental in develop

ing testing equipment and methods of tests for soils . 
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1. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE. 

It is surprising that soil, the oldest construction material known 

to man, was the last of the more conim::>n materials to attract the in

terest of engineers. For many years the physictl properties of such 

materials as wood, steel, and concrete have been zooasured in laboratories . 

The engineers and archi ects have applied the results of those measure

ments to the design of structures . Even though soil is the supporting 

material and becomes an integral part of a large percent of all structures 

built, it is only in the last relatively few years that any attempt has 

been made to measure the physical properties of soil, and to use those 

measurements in rational designs of structures. 

Late in the nineteenth century a few of the larger cities through

out the world performed simple l oad tests in an a ttel!i)t to determine 

safe supporting power of the different soil types . The results of those 

tests were misleading, the interpretations were false , and as a result 

designs based on those values have led to untold rni.llions of dollars of 

damage to structures . The greater portion of the damage has been done 

to structures built on ~ clays • . 

The purpose of this investigation is to increase the knowledge of 

the physical. properties of the Permian Red Clays , which are common to 

much of the area of Oklahoma.; and to better understand the behavior of 

those clays under stress and the effects of climate . 

SCOPE. 

A compl ete analysis of the properties of t he Permian clays is 

beyond the scope of this investigation. Due to the limited time, l a bo

ratory and sampling equipment, it ,ms necessary to limit the tests to 
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samples which could be taken in the vicinity of Stillwater, Oklahoma, 

from reasonably shallow depths . No claim is nade tm t the results 

herein reported are representative of the Permian deposit or any sub-

division of that deposit . The research performed the function of 

determining a pa.ttern for more extensive research that is to follow. 

OUTUNE QE TF.sTS • 

\<Jhere possible the method of testing used was in accordance with 

adopted standard methods so that the results could be compared with 

those of other investigators . 

Tests run to determine the properties of plasticity, grain size, 

ani grain size distribution were performed in accordance with the 

methods described in the Standard Specifications (Tests) of the American 

Society of St ate Highway Official s . 

Confined Compression tests , Triax:i.al Shear tests , ond S ·relling 

tests were rw1 in apparatus similar to that developed by Professor 

(6)-l!-
A. Casagrande . 

Ea.ch sampl e of soil was tested in a routine manner . Values of the 

following properties were measured; (a ) Liquid Limit, (b) Plastic 

Limit , (c) Plastic Index, (d) Grain Size and Grain Size Distribution, 

(e) Gonsolida.tion, (f) Triaxial Shear, and ( g) Swelling under Loads. 

The results of all tests run are not reported in this thesis , but 

only those which seem to represent the extremes . 

II . NATURE OF MATERIAL UNDE.t COM3IDERATION 

CLAYS I!i GfflERAL. 

Cl ay deposits exist as the result of sedimentation in bodies of 

*Number in parenthesis refers to Bibliography at the end of thesis . 



relatively still fresh or salt waters . Where deposition in fresh 

water occurs the very fine fraction (colloidal sizes) remain in sus-
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pension for a sufficient time to permit the silt and coarse clay sizes 

to settle out as more or less single grains . That is not true where 

deposition occurs in salt waters . 

Since the clay under consideration is a marine clay, i . e ., one 

deposited in salt water, this discussion will be confined to the for-

mation of clays deposited in salt water. 

The origin of all soils is the rock minerals located in the upper 

reaches of the water sheds of the drainage systems found on the land 

portion of the earth's surface. ThroUJji a process of disintegration 

by roochanical and chet.:.c ... l weathering, the rock minerals are broken 

down into sizes that may be transported. 

Transportation of the disintegrated rocks may be accomplished by 

either wind, water, or glacial action. (lO) In niountainous areas the 

stream gradients are such that stream velocities are great enough to 

start large boulders on their trip to the sea. As the boulders are 

iooved by the stream, the grinding action of one upon the other reduces 

them continually into smaller and smaller sizes . As the streams ~p-

proach the sea, their gradients become less steep, the velocities 

diminish, and rock fragments of varied mass are deposited alone the 

flood plain of the stream a.lloost directly proportional to the stream 

gradient . 

As one 1'A'.>uld expect, the soil grains which reach the sea are very 

finely divided fragments of those minerals , .. mich offered least resis-

tance to abrasion. The sediment carried by the streams entering the 

sea is in general a suspension of soil grains of silt sizes do'Wil. . 



'The su.rf£:tce oi' every soil grain is the seat of :;;, negative charge 

of electric it~r. The str,:;n:.;th of thi.'3 charge is a function of the si:c;e 

('' '"') 
of the particle, its shu,pe, and its chemical corn:i_'.)Osition.. J.V When the 

sizo of the particle is in the ordo:r of :magnitude of it.El :mr:wo, it uill 

not settle out of suspension in a neutral •.12,ter. (4,) Howeve:,.~, in the 

presence of an electrolyte the nee;ative charges arc neutralized, al-

lo-t·Jing floes to .for-D of sufficient :uiuss to sett.le out of r.uspemion. 

l!iarL"'le clays are i'or.ned hy a process of continuous sedimentation of 

floes. 

Tho flocula:cion o.f rn£.r·inc c.la;:ts h<"J.S occurred cit such a rr:.pid rate 

tha:l:. the floes include many of the hel:.vier silt gr'D.i:ns. The fi.ocs., 

deposited on tho bed of t.h19 sea, have been consolidL~ted tmder their own 

load and -U1e loa<l of subsequent depositions. 

The clay- constituents of soils are derived principally from min-

cralB uhich h2.ve flat scale-like cryst,als. Rege.rdless of the ninimum 

size to -which a given rrd.neral is divided, the particle i.-rl.ll r.uaintain 

the che.ractc:rit:rtic shape of tho CF.fG't:,;l. The physicl',1 properties of 

cla;ir an.d its behavlo r under strcso c:~r0 lc.t~ goly da-terr:ined tho shape 

and 1c.rrangcm1ent of tho individual pe.rticles 110. the soil rr.aso., 01d the 

pore uatcr contained in the void. spaces. 

p:t"'Opertzr or cohesion and plasticit.y. The c1rr2.ng0LceD.t of tho.so p:1rti-

clos in floes am::. tho floes in the integr.:itod st,ruct:nre i1rpart tho 

property of conpressibilit,y &'1d ol,:ui,t.icity. 'l'L-l.c size oi° the c;rains and 

rste of com-

pressiou if ssturated. 

The Perrd.a.¥J. clny under f::onsiderat:ton :ls s: 
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deposited on the bed of an inland sea \'Jhich covered a good portion of 

western Oklahoma. and extenied into western Texas and parts of western 

Kamas . 'l'he extent of the area covered by the sea is not well defined. 

It is thought that the sea was surrounded by a system of steep mountains 

and hills which have since been ranoved by erosion. The existence of 

extensive gypsum deposits and salt beds substantiates the theory that 

the sea dried up or nearly dried up three times during the history of 

that period. 

This clay deposited in the Permian period differs considerab:cy 

from m:>st marine clays in that it includes a hi percert. age of soil 

particles of the~d 'sizes, This inclusion of large percent ages 

of sand sizes in the deposit is thought to be the result of relative]$ 

short and steep drainage systems into the area. 

Although the major drainage systems of the area are well entrenched 

in the deposit and in many cases have cut . entire]$ through the deposit , 

the tributaries have shifted considerab:cy over the area. ThP- shifting 

of the rib~~ resultant erosion al.ong with a. considerable 

rurount of re;edi~ation has contributed much to the variations one 

encounters in the properties of the clay over the area . 

The climate of the area has a marked influence upon the properties 

of the clay. The annual rainfall varies from about thirty-three inches 

down to less than eighteen inches over the area. The greater portion 

of the rain fall s on the area in two of the spring months, with rather 

poor distribution of the balance over the year. The poor distribution 

of rainfall aver the year permits seasonal drying out of the soil to 

appreciable depths . The depth of the zone of drying has been found to 

exceed fourteen feet at Stillwater., Oklahoma. At points in west Texas 
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Terzaghi (lO) reports the depth of drying to exceed twenty .feet . 

The Permian clay rray be described as follows: When wet its color 

varies from dark red to dark reddish brown, and when dry from a light 

· yellowish brO\m to light red. It is quite often rottled gray or pale 

green. I t quite often contains inclusions of the mineral Bentonite, a 

disintegrated volcanic ash. Also it may contain inclusions of highly 

cemented particles of sand and coarse silt. The particles range in 

size up to that of coarse gravel . Sand l enses of varying thickness 

are quite comroon in the deposi t . In many ~ases tm sand lenses have 

been indurated to rock. 

In the undistlU"bed state the clay is ha.rd and brittle. In many 

cases it shous definite joint ing planes . It is tough and very plastic 

,lien wet, and it ha.a a very high dry strength. It has been over

consolidated, or precompressed, to a high degree by overburden which 

has been rerroved by erosion, and by desiccation. 

The clay in the rerool ded state has liquid limits and plastic 

indices of medium value. It has a very high dry strength. 

III . TESTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

It seeir.s advisable to present a brief discussion of the physical 

properties of the clay mi.ch were measured in this investigation. There

fo in this section the result of each test is preceded by a discussion 

of the properties . 

A. DESCRIPTION Qt SAI· LES . 

The results of tests of folU" samples, designated as B-1, C- 1, C- 2, 

and C-3, are reported herein. B-1 is a sample of mottled red clay re

moved fro a sewer excavation in the west limits o:f the city of Stillwater, 



01clahoma. It uas re2Tnvctl f1'0r;1 a depth of appl"o::d:mately seven feet 

belm1 t.he grou.."ld nuri'ace. 

·r. 

C-1 io a sample of clny ta.ken from the 11011 Student Union site 

(1948) on tho carnpus of Okla.homr~ A .• and rn. College, StillNater, Okla

homa. It is a highly compressed dark red clay- o:r shale. Nb.en dry, it 

has hardness a.11.d rrl;rength coriipa.r-able to fl" fin(;) grained su."ldstone. Hm,r

ever it disintegrates VeI;l rapidly when iram.ersed in uater. It contains 

pronounced jointing planes in the horizontal direction. It is hard a:i:1.d 

brittle even i-.rhen moist,. It w2,o taken from an a.p:i;:a"'oJdnv, te depth of 

fou.rteen feet belo,1 the gro1.md surface. 

C-2 is a s&.J.ple of clay removed from the footing o:~cavation on the 

site of i.~he nei: Power Plant (191{.8) on the eaurpus of Oklahorra A. and n. 

College,. It is a rr.edium soft, but brittle., mottled yelloi'dsh-red clay. 

Upon drying it breaks up into snrul cubes of dfa1etisions up to three

quarters of an inch. !tG d:t"".'l stre11gth is much 101-'Jer th:1n that af semple 

C-* but it. is still ch1:1sed as high, and is about comparable to "i,;hat of 

smnple B-1. It T.1'JJ3 t:.1.ke:a at, a depth of nine feet. below :nc.tural grol.md 

surface. 

C-3 is a sa.r:ple of clay ta.1::en from the Stmlon"i; Union si-i.;e a::. a 

depth of seven feet. belou the natural e;round surface" Although i't is 

from 'the same location as sa-JJ.1ple C-1.,, it differs 

C-1, its color is about. tho same, but it differ::; conside:ccbly in tex

ture. Its degree of proco:mprcssion is :markedly- louer than i.:;an1ple C-1 .. 

It, in softer tha.ri C-1, ah,JOst of equal b1~it,Ueness, a.nd of lo·~.rer dry 

strcnu.:th. 

B. PU...STICI'l'Y. 

Plasticity is the property of' a rnaterial tJhich por.Ird.ts it to be 



defo:nned rapidly., without volume change., without rupture ., and without 

apparent elastic rebound. This property of plasticity is present to 

different degrees in all cohesive soils through some range of water 

content. The ranee of water contents through which a soil exhibits 

this property can be dete:nnined oruy on a remolded sample . 

After a cohesive soil has been remlded, its consistency can be 

varied at will by increasing or decreasing its water content. If 

8. 

the water content of a soil is increased without limit, the mass will 

ultimately become a suspension., at vJhich time the mass loses its re

sistance to shear forces. Then, if evaporation is permitted, the con

sistency of the mass dll decrease; and at some water content the 

suspension will lose its liquid properties and the mass '\>tl.11 regain a 

measurable shearing resistance. Upon the loss of the liquid properties 

the mass takes on the property of plasticity. The water content at 

vmich the mass loses its liquid properties is called the liguid limit. 

Further drying is accompanied by an increase in shearing resistance., 

and at some water content below the liquid limit the mass loses the 

property of plasticity and assumes the properties of a semi-solid, then 

a solid. 

Atterberg, (l) a Swedish agriculturist , defined the limits of the 

plastic range . He defined plasticity of a cohesive soil in terms of the 

amount of sand that could be added to a cohesive soil., dth consistency 

at the liquid limit, causing the soil to completely lose its plasticity. 

He suggested that the differences in the water content at the boundaries 

of the plastic range be a measure of the plasticity of the soil. The 

difference i s called the plastic index. 

The liquid limit is an arbitrary value of water content determined 



considerable pe:i:·sonal error. In l 927 A. Casagrande developed e machine 

liquid limit was. aclop"te<1 'by the ,illnerican Associ.a tion o.f State Highway 

Officials, and is described in their Standard Specifications U.'11.der 

serial desig,110.:tion T 59-l+'.2. 

In either the ,Casagrande or Atterberg method of test, the true 

liquid lil;d.t is at & hi,6her value of water content than is indicated 

by the to5ts. Both tests .?.re dependent upon :ir:1pact forces overcoming 

t.he sh.earing resis·tance of the r:aaterial. Therefor.0,. the v.r1ater content 

must be below the true li<;Q.licl l:tmit in Ol"der that the soil possess 

sm aring resistance. The fore§Jing discrepancy bet1cJ"0er1 liquid limit 

de.fined and liquid linti.t det.erudned is o:f little :urrportanee in that the 

test it.self is only indicat:.bre o:f: soil behavl,or under stress. 

more than an e.rbitrar--y vul:ue of water conterit of the soil as it changes 

from the liquid state to 'the plastic state. If the num'toer of blown i.'tl 

the Casagrande method are plotted on a logarithmic sea.le against the 

corresponding i-;ater• conti5i.:rt on an arit.hr,10tic sc2·J.0, it is found that 

tho plot of all poit1ts in tho vicinity of the liquid ljrrrit is a straight 

line. The equ2:tion of tJus st:l:aight. line., called the flou line, can be 

written as 

(1) 

:in which !! and ![ are correapond.ing v-alues o:f water con:t:.ent, and number 

of blous for any point 011 the line, w1 is the intercept,. numerically -
equal to the ·~irater conte1rt at. one blow., or ll ::_:f:, if If is the slope -
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ot the line n rical.l.Jr equal to the differenc in water content across 

one cycle of logarithms. 

It has been observed that two soils ot th a e plast.ieit1 vi,.ry 

in the ount o! resistance offered to defo ation at the s· water 

eO?Lent ithin the pla~tie range, i .e . , the hearin resistance is dif-

ferent in the t.wo soils 11t the sune water conten • It al.so has be n 

ob erv d that all cohesive soils h· ve the sher.ring resistance at 

the liquid lim.::J Since the liquid l ait is determined by o erccxning 

the shearing resistance of a soil by th im ct. forces pro uced in the 

a s by th device, the n . ber of blows mu t ~ proportional to the 

3hearing resi~U:\nce, i.e.,..!.~, where L ql.U4ls then ber of blows, 

! is a con tant of proportionality, and§. 13 the hearing rssis nee. 

If ...It and K3L are substituted in the equation of th flow line, e ation 1, 

the equation 

(2) 

results, wherein !b is the l:iter content t th liquid limit &.nd KSt is 

the number of blows at the liquid limit. It and KSp are ubstituted - -
in the eqw;.tion of the flow line, equation l, the equation 

(3) 

results, herein wp and KSp are the corresponding valu s of the water - -
content ond numbllr or blOl'fS at the pl.a tic limit. Th second substitu-

tion o.ss s tbe p portionality betw en the number ot blo s und she·r-

ing tress bol tor all values of water content down to the lastic 

limit. If e4ua.tion 3 is subtracted fro eq tion 2 thee ation 

L - • (4) 

-~ ~ Th l rt hand er of eq~ation 4 is by definition the 

plastic index, 2. Substituting Ip tor ("l, - wp) and di viding both sides 
- - -
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of the expression by .:! the following expression results: 

(5) 

--The shearing resistance of cohesive soils at the liquid limit has 

been determined to be a constant value of approximately twenty- seven 

grams per sqmre centimeter. The shearing resistance at tlE plastic 

limit varies for different cohesive soils,(__and in general is not kno~ 

However, the logarithm of ratio of the shearing resistances at the 

liquid and plastic limits can be evaluated in term:i of two measurable 

quantities, ~ and :.t· The value of the logarithm is a measure of) the 

relative toughness of a soil, a has been called the toughness irrlex , 

and designated ~· 

The value of IT for most cohesive soils varies between tne values 

of one and three/5) with some very fat clays having a toughness index 

as high as .five. A soil 'With a toughness index less than unity is said 

to be friable at the plastic limit. The measurement of plasticity of 

such soils is meaningless . 

/ In general, a soil having a high liquid limit and a high plastic 

Ji I imex is subject to large volume changes upon drying out, and is also 

f ( subject to high compression when superimposed loads are applied. A soil 

with a relatively high toughness izxiex irxiicates a high dry strength.CJ) 

A. Casagrande(.3.) uses the plasticity chart as j1 mans of classify-, 
ing cohesive soils into eight major groups , i . e . , inorganic clays of low, 

{ medium, and high plasticity; inorganic silts of lo,, medimn, and high 

compressibility; organic silts; a.nd organic clays. 

The results 0£ measurements of plasticity of two samples of the 

Permian clay are shown in figure 1. The two samples, C-1 and C-2, re-

present the high and the low of all the tests that were made in this 

---
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investigation. They do not represent the limits of plasticity for the 

Permian clays as a ,mole. 

According to the plasticity chart, sample ,,. "WOuld be classified 
B 

as an inorganic clay of low plasticity, and sample · would be classi-

.fied as an inorganic silt of high compressibility or an inorganic clay. 

However, the simultaneous V3lues of plastic index and liquid limit for 
l";. e ' 

sample ~ falls about on the · mp¢rical di vision between the inorganic 

clays of high plasticity and the classification given above. It will be 

noted in figure l that both samples have medium toughness indices. 

Figure l shows a reasonably wide variation in the plasticity 
· A 8 

characteristics of samples _,.04 and • It is doubtful if' either sam-

ple represents the extremes that exist in the Permian deposit as a 

'Whole, 

vi1 - -_'.'.'..!-1- GRAIN~ AND GRAIN SI ZE DIS'lfilBUTION. 

In fine grained soils a good portion of the entire mass is com

posed of grains smaller than . 076 millimeters. The size of soil frac-

tions smaller than . 076 millimeters can be determined only by one of 

the methods employing the principle of continuous sedimentation. 

The principle of continuous sedimentation is based upon the validity 

of Stokes Law. Stokes Law expresses the rate at which a spherical body 

will settl e out of suspension in a medium of kno1tm fluid properties . 

The soil grains 'Which constitute the fine fraction of a soil are 

not spherical in shape I but have shapes dependent upon the crystallinp 

structure of the minerals from which they were derived. Further the 

soil grains are not a ll of the same density, a factor which influences 

the settling rate of each particle. Therefore grain size as determined 

for clay soils in general is al100st meaningless . However, in a given 
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area a sufficient quantity of grain size analyses may lead to a method 

or grouping soil types.) 

Numerous attempts have been made to classify soil by grain size. 

Ono 0£ the several used size classifications is sho\"m on figure 2. 

In figure 2 it 'Will be observed that the clay consists of three 

si-ze .fractions, very fine sand, silt,. and clay. 

~ Th.e presence of the sand fraction which constitutes as much as 

( twenty pereent by ·ieight of the total mass , imparts to the clay a 

gritty feeling and appearance l'lhen moist or dry. Th gritty appearance 

and feel a.re lost when the clay becooes saturated. Silt sizes constitute 

about fifty percent of the total mass, with the clay sizes representing 

from thirty-five to fifty percent of the total mass . 

It will be observed in figure 2 that even though the two sample.a 

represented different size soils they a.re alloost parallel in distri

bution of those sizes. It al.Bo will be noted that in either case eighty 

percent or nx:>re of the total soil is snail.er than can be seen with the 

naked eye. The smallest. size distinguishable with the naked eye is 

approximately .06 millimeters . 

( D. PE!ll!EA.BIUTY. 

A material -which has continuous void spaces is said to be permeable . 

Since a .soil mass is ma.de up of solid mineral. grains surrourrled by con-

nected spaces , it exhibits the property of JYermeability. 

If a fluid percolates through a permeable material under conditions 

of pressure such that there is no change in the volume of the void space., 

the discharge velocity of the fluid is given by the equation 

ct K . 
V - - J. - n p 

/ 

wherein y is the discharge velocity in centimeters per second, !l is the 
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dynamic viscosity in gram-seconds per square centimeter, ~ is the ex

cess hydrostatic pressure per unit of length producing the fl.ow., and ! 
e, i 

is an l,mpe~ical constant called the permeab:i.lity of the :material. The 

units of ! are square centimeters./ The permeability number j. represents 

tl:B permeability characteristics of the material and is independent of 

tm properties of the fluid .flowing. 
'--
/In civil engineering practice permeability as a rule is not used 

I 

directly when dealing with flow of water through soil, but the coef-

ficient of permeability; !s., given by the equation 

k - K l! . - n , 
7 

(~) 

is used. In equation 2 ! is too permeability number, )! is the unit 

weight of water, and !! is the dynamic viscosity. If one ...orks in the 

same system of units as set out in eqm tion 1, the units of !s. are centi-

meters per second. It should be noted that ,k is dependent upon the 

properties of the fluid. 

-------/ Darcy's Law for the flow of water through soils states that the 

quantity of water that will flow through a given cross section of soil 

at a given time under the influence of a given hydraulic gradient is 

proportional to the product of the area., the hydraulic gradient., and 

the time. r When the relationship is expressed algebraically the equation 

beco~s: 

Q = kilt (3-) . 
'Where 9. is the total quantity of water, ! is the hydraulic gradient, ! 

is the area, i is the tina of now, and !s. is the constant o:f propor-

tionality. If both memb.ers of equation 3 are divided by! and :!:., it 

reduces to 

V = ki • 

• 
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Since i is a dimensionless quantity, }i has the dimensions of velocity 

and must be the coefficient of permeability as defined in equation 2 . 

~ 

/ A. Casagrande shows that Darcy ' s Law is valid only when the 

( flow is laminar. In most cases the flow through fine grained soils is 

laminar, therefore Darcy's Law has been used as the basis for developing 
\ ,foel~e 
~eories of flow of water through. soils • 

...... > 
/ The property of permability is quite important t o the civil en-

,' 

..... gineer in the solution of problems encountered in ~watering excavations, 

in the design of earth dams, in development of ground water supplies, in 

the design of subsurface drainage, and in computing the probabl e time of 

s ettl ement of clay layers . 
__ _____.., 

The value of the coefficient of permeability of the Permian clays 

seems to be in the range l 10- 9 to 10 x 10- 9 centimeters per secon~ 

The periooability of a soil bears a definite relationship to the 

void ratio . Casagrande shows the relationship to be approxtma.tely 

parabolic . 

The coefficient of permeability of the Permian clays \-as computed 

from the results of a limited number of consolidation tests.) In one test 
- ·- - - -

the coefficient was computed for each consolidating pressure. The as-

sumption was made in the computations that the coefficient of consoli-

dation remained constant for all loads, an assumption that is not 

strictly true. Based on that assumption it was found that the relation-

• 
ship between the coefficient of permeability and the consolidating 

pressure can be expressed almost e:xa.ctly by the eqmtion 
p 

k = k0 - m log p , (5) 
0 

wherein k is the coefficient of permeability when the pressure in the 

soil is any value 12., k0 and p0 are known simultaneous values of the 
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coefficient and pressure, and !J! is the slope of the curve on a semi-

l.oe plot. 

One should note that equation 5 ·is based on so little experimental 

information that it cannot be taken as a reliable relationship. It is 

presented here only to indicate the possible relationship between the 

variables . However, if a su.fficient number of tests were run to sub-

stantia.te the reliability of the equation it could prove quite use.t\11 

in the solution ot many seepage problems . 

/ ~ SHRINKAGE. 

The decrease in volume of a soil accompanying desiccation is called 

shrinkage, and the increase in volume as the soil takes up water is 

called swelling. These properties are present in sufficient magnitude 

to be of importance only in cohesive soils . 

In order to describe the shrinkage process, it seems advisable to 

first discuss briefly capillary action. 

Consider a thin elastic mambrane stretched into a plane surface and 

submerged in a fluid which is at rest . From the principles of hydro

statics we know that the fluid pressure at any point of the membrane 

will remain plane after being submerged. If it were possible to increase 

the pressure on one surface, one would observe that the surfaces of the 

membrane would be transformed into curved surfaces . The curvature pro

duced is undoubtedly the result of a pressure deficiency on the convex 

surface, in equilibrium with tangential stress ex::iB ting in the curved 

surface. 

The tangential. stresses in the menbra.ne are comparable to the sur

face tension of a flui~ It can be shown that for a condition of 

-equilibrium the equation expressing the relationship between the pressure 
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deficiency on the convex surface and the surface tension is 

(1) 

aierein ;e. is the pressure on the concave surface, :!:!. is the pressure on 

the convex surface., T8 is the intensity of surface tension, and R1 and - -
R2 are the radii of two points in the surface. · The left hand member of 

eqU9.tion 1 (;e. - :!) becomes the pressure deficiency on the convex surface. 

,"If the surface formed is that of a hemisphere., the radii of all points 

on the surfa.ce are equal and the equa. tion becomes 

zr 
p - u : -1!. (2) 

R --
/ "" If one observes the surface of water in a small diameter clean 

/ 

glass tube it is seen that the surface of the liquid is hemispherical. 

I in shape. Therefore., the pressure above and below the surface film nru.st 
) ~ 5 Y ;. /1 11 .2T j 
\ differ by amount equal to R 5 , ·men I!. is the radius of the tube . If _ _,._.; 

I atmospheric pressure is taken as zero it is seen that the pressure on 

' the convex surface is negative or less than atmospheric, i.e., the ,rater 

is stressed in tension. 

Normally water is considered to be a substance which w-1...11. take only 

moderate values of t ensile stress., i.e., up to about one atmosphere . 

This weakness of tension of water as it is geoorally encountered is due 

to the growth of air bubbles which sever the water colmnn. 

If water contained in a. sma.11 diameter clean glass tube has a. fully 

developed meniscus exposed to atmospheric pres.sure, the tension developed 

in the water is inversely proportional to the ra.di.us o f the tube. If 

there were no air in the \'rater., it is evident that almost unlimited ten

sion con.J.d be produced. Casagrande·"4 shows that al.nX>st unJinrlted ten-

sion can be developed in water containing air if two conditions pertaining 
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to the air bubbles are satisfied. The first condition is that the 

diameter of the air bubbles shall be equal in diameter or less than the 

diameter of the tube after expansion, and the second . is that the in-

t ernal pressure shall be equal to or less than atoospheric after 

+ expansion. 

Consider now a capillary tube of uniform cross section placed in 

the horizontal position completely filled with water. The end surfaces 

will be plane. Therefore, the stress in the water will be equal to 

atmspheric pressure or zero. As evaporation proceeds on the surfaces, 

the volume of water is reduced and the surfaces a t tempt to recede within 

the tube. Adhesive forces between the m l ecules of water and the xoole-

cules of glass in the walls of the tube try to prevent the line of con

t act from m:>ving. At the same time cohesive forces( between molecules of 

water in the surface film try to prevent distension of that surface. 

Under the influence of those two sets of opposing forces a distended 

surface of mininnun area is formed as evaporation of the water progresses . 

The reactions produced on the walls of the tube by both the tension in 

the water and the force of the meniscus attempt to shorten the tube and 

to reduce it in diameter. 

Consider now a cohesive soil mass made up of solid grains and void 

spaces . The void spaces are all interconnected by pore passages of 

capillary sizes . Figure I ~fit represe~ the soil grains found in the 

surface of such a soil mass, magnified many times . 

Figure ~-
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I 
Assume the pore spaces in figure t to be completely filled with 

ter. When free water exists on the surface, the meniscus is a plane 

surface represented by line 1. 1£ ~Je disregard gravitational forces 

the stress in the water throughout the voids is zero. At some time 

later evaporation has reduced the water surface to point 2, and the 

meniscus becomes curved and is stressed in tension. The tensile stress 

in the 'Water causes all the soil grains to move closer together. At the 

same time tension induces a flow of water from the interior of the mass 

to the surface where it is lost by evaporation. This process might con-

tjnue for quite some time l'rl.thout any apparent change in the water sur-

face. As the soil grains ioove closer together the pore diameters are 

reduced, effecting a reduction in the radius of the -meniscus . The re-

duction in the radius of the meniscus effects an increase of tension in 

the pore water which is required to offset a continually increasing 

resistance of the mass as a whole to deformation. 

The maximum compression of the ma.as, the ma.xiDn.un tension in the 

pore water, the minimum pore diameter, and the meniscus of mini.Drum radius 

are developed almost sinrultaneousl.y near the surface of the mass . At that 
I 

I 
time the change in volume concurrent with d~siccation ceases, and the 

material is said to have reached the shrinkage limit. At the shrinkage 

limit the meniscus begi.rw to recede ,dthin the mass and final compression 

is produced. Thus the soil passes from the oemi-solid to the solid 

state. 

· The transition from the semi- solid to the solid state is evidenced 

by an apparent change in color of the material. As the menisci recede 

from the surf ace the material becomas lighter in color, and the surface 

loses its glossy appearance. 
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One will ask how a soil ma.as ean be saturated and the individual 

grains be separated by ater films and still retain its stability. The 

answer lies in the surface activity of the soil gra.ina. 

The surface of all soil grains is the seat of a negative charge of 

electr:ic ity. The water that fills the voids of the soil mass,_ being a 

bi-polar substance, is oriented by the charge on the surface of the 

particles . The depth of this orientation extends an appreciable dis-

tance away from the surface of the particle. The forces exerted in the 

orientation of the water nx>lecules are large relative to the mass of the 

mol ecule, and as a result the water in the zone of orientation loses the 

characteristics of normal water and assumes the properties of a viscous 

liquid with increasing stiffness in the direction of the particle. 

The molecules of water in contact with the soil grain exhibit the 

properties of a ductile solid. The layer of oriented. water molecules 

surrounding each individual grain is called the adsorbed layer. That 

portion o:f the adsorbed layer consisting of the semi- solid and solid 

water seems to be approx::i.ma.tely . 005 microns in thickness . f The in-

fiuence of the orientation may extend a distance of about 0 .1 micron 

:from the surface, i.e. , the t1ater does not assume the properties of 

normal water until that distance a.tra.y from the particle is reached. The 

thickness of the adsorbed. layer seems to be independent of the size or 

shape of the grain, but it is quite dependent upon the chemical compo-

sition of the adsorbed layer and the mineralogical composition of the 

~ ain. 

) 

If the above is true, it is ev:ident that the percent of the total 

mass of a given soil occupied by the adsorbed layer increases with de

creasing grain sizes . The flat scale- like particles which constitute the 
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major portion of the very fine fraction of a soil, i.e. , sizes less 

than t'WO l:dcrons, have dimensiono in the plane of the fl.at surface many 

times greater than in the plane perpendicular to it. Therefore a pre-

ponderence of molecules of water are oriented in one direction relative 

to a given soil grain, and the resultant force produced by the orient-

~'{\ ation is many times greater in magnitude than the gravitational forces 

acting on the particlej 'ifuen water is added to a soil mass, the indi-r-al particles will be s~parated as imter is taken into the zone of 

(\ infl.uence of the adsorbed l~r. The separation of particles will pro-

( duce an increase in volUl!le of the mass, and the mass is said to have 

swelled. The amount of swelling in the vicinity of a single grain bears 

an inverse relationship to the depth below the surface of the deposit 

in whi~h the grain is located. The resultant force due to the orienta-

tion of water molecules about a given soil grain is constant; while 

\I the resistance offered to the relative movement between the soil grains 

produced by the resultant is the integrated effect of gravitational 

~~ on all the grains located above the grain under c~nsideratio~n. i 

The total shrinkage of a cley soil ~ --th~ -;;sult of two effects . 

The first is the volume decrease due to relative movement between soil 

grains due to loss of water in the adsorbed layer. The second effect 

is the defiection of the minute arches built up of soil grains in the 

forma.tion of the floculont structure. The latter probably contributes 

~ to the tot al volume change than does the first . 

Three swelling tests were run on sample C-2. The sampl es were air 

dried to constant volume, then fit int.o a consolicla.tion ring. The 

s a:mpl.es were loaded into the consoli.m tion device with different loads. 

1 After complete compression occurred in the dry state the sampl es were ,, 

I 



flooded and allowed to swell as they became saturated. Dial readings 

were taken during the period of saturation. When swelling was complete 

the samples were removed and their water contents checked in order to 

determine the degree of saturation. 

The amount of swelling was computed in inches per foot of height 

for each of the three tests. Figure 4 is a logarithmic plot of the 

swelling values in inches per foot plotted against pressure in tons 

per square foot. 

If one observes the curves it will be noted that the relationship 

between the swelling value and pressure is allrost that of a rectangular 

hyperbola. There were not enough values taken in the investigation to 

justify an exact determination of the geometric relationship between the 

two variables. -I F. COMPRESSIBILITY. 

When a soil mass is compressed by the action of applied loads the 

mass undergoes a change in volume, For ordinary loads the change in 

volume is due to a reduction in volume of the void fraction of the 

entire I1Rss; · since only a very small reduction in volume, if any, is 
. r ·,'" ,., i '-e e. + J • 

produced in the solid fraction If it" is assumed that all the volume -------cfiange occurs in the void fraction, a relationship between void ratio,~' 

and vertical strain can be derived. 

-------
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7.,. 
Let figure represent a volwne of soil of void ratio £, chosen 

such that the volume of solids is unity. The total volume then will be 

equal to the volume or voids plus the volum~ of solids . Void ratio by 

d finition is e '"ua.l to the volume of voids divided by the volume of 

solids; therefore., as the volume of solids has been chosen as unity,. 
,flv> 

the volume of voids is i_ and the total volume is (1-,fi) . Assume that 

a load produces a decrease in volume equal to~ 111 ~> and that the 

volume has a horimntal cross-sectional area ~ and is only one vertical 

element or an infinit nmr.ber of such elements located under an area of 

infinite extent in the horizontal direction. Also, assume this area of 

infinite extent to be loaded with a uni.fonn load. It is evident that 

the vertical deflection of all points in the satrie horizontal plane ·dll 

be equal, and that the deformation produced in the ele11~ental volume is 

one of vertical deformation only.. Therefore the vertical strain is 

.6e 
= 6 e • (1) -~-7-e 17 e 

A 
~ - - -- -- - - ---;::>" 

/ Professor K. Te;za.ghi £7:.und by experimei;t~g wi.th elays that if a 

given sample was transformed into a thick paste by the addition of water 

and subsequently consolidated under an increasing load., the resultant 

plot of the corresponding values of void ratio and pressure to a send.

logarithmic scale vas a straight linJ The equation expressing the 

-----relationship could be written as 

e. e - C log IL O C p 
0-

{2) 

wherein !.. is any void ratio corresponding to pressure .12, e0 an p0 are - -
known simultaneous values of the void ratio and pressure, and ~ is the 

slope of the line e ual nwnerically t.o the difference in void ratio 

across one cycle of the logarithmic scale. clay ich has been 
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consolidated only under the load of its present overburden is called a 

normally loaded or normally consolidated clay. If a normalJ.y consoli-

dated clay is further consolidated by increasing loads, it has been 

observed that the(~ - log n) plot of field measurements is a straight 

line. Laboratory curves of the (~ - log ;e) values for these clays are 

.not straight lines through the .entire range of loading. 

The (£ - log ;e) plot for all values of E. up to and slightly in 

excess of the pressure corresponding to the overburden pressure is 

curved, beyond which the plot becomes straight and rennins a traight for 

all greater pressures. The curved portion of uch a plot is actually a 

recompression curve, for when a so-caJ.led undisturbed sample is rennved --
the pressure producing consolidation in the field has been relieved. 

~ en a consolid~tion test ( confined compression test) is run on a 
I 

' normally loaded clay in the laboratory, and several cycles ?f loading 

and unloading are carried out with the ma.xi.mum load in each cycle being 

greater than in the preceding cycle; it is observed that the recompres-

sion portion of the curve in each cycle extends to a value of pressure a 

little in excess of the maxinrum in the preceding cycle.J It is also ob- . -
served that the stra.ight portions of the(~ - log J?.) plot are a series 

of straight parallel lines with each successive plot occupying a slightly 

lower position. The difference in ordinates between any two successive 

straight lines at a given pressure represents the permanent set produced 

in the material by the compression. 

Sampl e B-1 was allowed to air dry to a water content below the 

shrinkage limit prior to its preparation for testing. A confined com-

pression test was made on the material. The semi-log plot of the re-

lationship existing between the pressure and void ratio is shown in 
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figure 6. A 
The (~ - log :e.) plot for sample (figure 6) is typical in most 

respects of all samples, except one, which have been tested in this in-

vestigation. It will be noted that the plot is curved throughout the 

entire range of loading in the first cycle. The maxi.nrum load in the 

first cycle -was approximately twenty-four tons per square f oot . This 

indicates that the clay has been consolidated at some time in its geolog-

ical history by a pressure equivalent to approximately four hundred feet 

of overburden. The geologists tell us that t -wo hundred to three hundred 

feet of material. has been r ellX>ved from this area by erosion. 

A definite change in curvature is noticeable on all the(~ - log :e.) 

curves at pressures of three to four and a half tons per square foot. 

It is thought that this change in curvature is due to reconsolidation of 

the material many times by desiccation. A pressure of J.6 kilograms per 

square centimeter was required to reduce the void ratio of sample B-1 to 

the same value that it had be.fore swelling . There is an apparent change 

in curvature in the vicinity of that load. 

Figure 6 indicates that a uniform clq deposit represented by 
A 

sample /1 if dried below the shrinkage limit to a depth of fifteen feet 

would swell when saturated, causing a rise in its surface of approxima-

tely three and a half inches. The swelling strain would be O. 23 inches 

per foot. Figure 7 is the (~ - log :e.) plot of the results of a con-
e, 

solidation test on sample ~ - The sample was air dried to a water con-

tent below t he shrinkage limit prior to testing. It was allowed to 

· saturate and swell under a load approximately equal to its present over-

burden load, then it was consolidated under increasing loads up to a 

loading value of twenty-four tons per square foot. 
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A 
The consolidation curve of sample differs from the curve for 

in that it becomes a straight line for pressures in excess of about 

six tons per square foot . If one considers the shrinkage forces to be 

the preconsolidation loads, the curve resembles that for a normally con-
e,, 

solidated clay. It should be kept in mind that sample C-2 was taken 

from a depth that is well within the zone of drying, therefore the 

:material bas been subject to consolidation by desiccation many times. 

The straightening out of this curve indicates that the material 

represented is probably the result of resedimmtation in that particular 

area. Its compressibility is much greater than that of the other sam-

ples tested. The void ra.tio of this material at the shrinkage limit 

was 0.510 compared with sample B-1 of 0.473 and several samples taken 
,fe.'S:) \ 

from the Student Union Building site approximately three-eights mile ~-
eJ co · ,~-

south which varied between 0.392 and 0 .276. ~~ 

When one studies the results of the consolidation tests~de on 

these clays, several observations can be imde. For ordinary values of 

contact pressure used in the design of foundations of structures to be 

supported by these clays, the compression produced is the result of con-

solidation through a portion of the recompressed range of the material. 

J The values of the total deformation produced will be small and tolerable 

in most cases. If the clay is dry for a considerable depth, it appears 

that swelling could be prevented if sole pressures equal to the shrinkage 

\ pressures were used in designs of foundations. This is not true because 

~ e distribution of pressure with depth. 

The normal pressure produced on a horizontal plane below a loaded 

f ..... area is dependent upon the shape and size of the loaded area ., the depth 

~ below the loaded area, and the intensity of vertical stress on the plane 
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f 

I~ 

of loading. If a soil mass is considered to be a uniform, isotropic, 

elastic mass of semi-inf:inite extent, we find the intensity of pressure 

of loading at a depth of 1.5 to 2.0 times the least dimensions of the 

loaded area (0~~~) 
The clay under consideration does not rigorously satisfy the as-

sum:ptions made. However, the difference between the ass'l.l?OOd ideal 

material and the actual clay is not great enough to invalidate analysis 

based upon the theory. 

~ e average load placed on a footing requires a relatively small 

f' area to produce a sole pressure equal to the stresses produced by 

t shrinkage. The stresses produced by the sole pre~sure diminish at a 

rapidly increasing rate with depth. On the other band stresses produced 

by shrinkage are uniform with depth throughout the zone of d~ It 
{ - -~ ----
/\ is evident then that high values of sole pressures can be only slightly 
(_ .-

- qty 
, V 

v1 

efficient in preventing movements of a strata due to variations in water 

content. 

SHEAR. 

In the analysis of problems such as the stability of slopes, earth 

pressures on vertical and inclined surfaces, carrying capacity of foot-

ings and piles, etc., the inherent resistance to shearing forces or co 

bination of forces that might produce failure becoires important . Two 

ideal soils are chosen in the development of theories upon which methods 

of analysis for such problems are based. 

One ideal. soil is a clean eohesionless sand. The shearing resist-

ance of such mterial is dependent only on the angle of friction and 

normal pressure between the soil grains . The other ideal :rr.aterial is a 

fat clay. The shearing rests tance of a fat clay is due entirely to 
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cohesion between the soil grains. Cohesion is dependent upon the ad-

sorption complex, and the aoount of pore water in the soil, and it is 

independent of pressure. 

The Permian clays fall somewhere between the two ideal soils. 

Their inherent shearing resistance is due both to cohesion and friction . 

The specific values of cohesion and the angle of friction are 

measured by the triaxial compression test on cylindrical specimen. 

In this investigation considerable difficulty was encountered in 

the preparation of the specimen for testing . The natural water content 

of the samples tested was very low. The material contained particles 

of cemented sand and silt up to one inch in their major dimension . The 

clay beine hard and brittle and the presence of the cemented particles 

made it almost impossible to cut the cylindrical specimen to the re-

quired diameter . The permeability of the clay is so low that approxi.Jm.tely 

two weeks is required to saturate a speciman ten centimeters high and ten 

square centimeters in area. 

The results of the tests made in this investigation were so erratic 

that they w.i11 not be reported here . 

The experience in this investigation for this particular test in-

dicates that only field saturated samples should be taken, and so handled 

after sampling as to preserve the field moisture . Thus the specimen 

could be cut to form with much less difficulty, and one ..ould be assured 

a higher degree of saturati.on at the time of the test. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

~ 
The properties of permeability, grain size, and plasticity are at 

most only indicative of the behavior of a soil under stress. The properties 
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of shear, compressibility, and swelling are direct measurements of the 

soil behavior under stress. 
I 

This -investigation indicates th11t . or most loading conditions the 

property of compressibility of the Permian clays is of little importance. 

The additional stress induced in the clay layer by the load of ordinary 

structures is in general so small in comparison to the preconsolidation 

loads, that the settlements (j.. fected by consolidation are negligible. 

The value of shearing resi.stance is important only in designs in-

volving heavy surface loads on relatively small areas. If the area 

loaded is large or is located any appreciable distance below the ground 

surface the carrying capacity of the cley, a function of shearing re-

sista.nce, is in general not a problem of concern. In the solution of 

problems involving earth pressures the shear properties assume consider-

able importance. 
re ~r 

Of all the properties included in this imre"St:tgat±on, the properties 

of swelling and shrinking of the clay ffected by variations in water 
,e 

content seen< tc{ be the most important . An inestimable amount of damage 
r / 

results from differential m:>venent bet-ween parts of the structures caused 

by non-uniform variation in the water cont ent of the clay layer below the 

structure. 

Because of the wide variations in the physical. properties of Permian 

clay deposits, as is the case in al.l soil deposits, it is doubtful if any 

amount of research would lead to specific evaluations of the propertie~ 
-- ~~-rl--
However, the author believes1as a result of this investig~tion;that, ;I. ,.----- _.., 
reasonable amount of statistical testing might reveal/ some geIEral re-

lationship t :t exists between the amount of vol wne change accompanying 

variations in water content, the plastic properties of the clay, and 
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the loads on the clay . 

The cost of an investigation to determine specific values of the 

soil properties pertinent to design can be absorbed in the cost of 

large structures, but that is not the case in the design of smll 

structures. Since small structures represent the greater portion of 

all engineering construction in numbers built and a good percentage 

of the total cost, the author feels that general information about the 

behavior of the Permian clay can be of great value to the architect, the 

civil engineer, and the constructor. He also feels that cost of research 

to bring together that information can be justified, arrl that the re-

search should be carried on. 
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